ATTN: Property and Tax Presentation
Australia's #1 Investment Property Educator Michael Quinn and Award Winning Property Accountant David Shaw

REAL ESTATE INVESTMENT AND TAX WORKSHOP

Building a Property Portfolio that performs and Specific Property Focused Taxation Advice
Maximise your results without impacting your current lifestyle!
One hour with these experts could save you thousands!

Michael Quinn, CEO Wealth Efficiency
Australia's #1 Investment Property
Educator for 10 consecutive years

David Shaw,, CEO of WSC Group,
Voted Accountant of the Year by
Your Investment Property Magazine

Tuesday, 28th October 2014
Adina Hotel, 511 Kent Street, Sydney 2000
(crn of Kent and Bathurst Street)
Time: 6.30pm registration / 7.00pm - 8.30pm event

AN EXCLUSIVE EVENT WITH

MICHAEL
QUINN
Here’s a sample of what you’ll learn:
•

Maximising Depreciation

•

Loan Structures

•

Ownership splits & CGT

•

Tax Variations

•

Self-Managed Super Funds and Property

•

Maximising Tax Advantages through Property

•

Understand the key fundamentals driving property

•

How to control quality investment property with minimal
or no outlay

•

A proven way to pay off your home in 10 years

•

Finance structures & keeping your home safe

•

How you can retire & leave a compounding legacy

AND

DAVID
SHAW

To confirm your attendance or book additional
complimentary tickets:

Call

02 8231 6415

www.FreeWealthSeminar.com.au

After this workshop, you'll leave informed on how
Tax and Investment Property can work for you.

Don’t miss this opportunity to learn directly from Michael Quinn & David Shaw,
ask questions and gain vital Investment Property and Specific Property
Taxation information

Working with Michael and David....
David Wisener

Rohan Gallager

Steve and Judi Burke

I have been working with Michael
Quinn (or Quinny as we call him) for
years now, our working relationship
has grown into a friendship. Having
built a sizable property portfolio,
Michael has helped me in so many
ways, his determination to help
others, combined with his prompt,
reliable service is something that I am
happy to endorse and invite others to
investigate.

Michael is a champion… in a field that
has so many that are driven to serve
themselves, he really does work for me
the customer. I find his willingness to
assist, teach, implement and review to
be second to none. I have absolutely
no hesitation in recommending his
services – this is something that
all should learn, understand and
implement.

Having worked with Michael for a
long time now, we have developed
a friendship and a trust base that
is special. We know a lot about
each other and it is a pleasure doing
business as the respect, service,
honesty and follow through is valued –
as is our friendship.

Kiki Bermudez

Having Michael Quinn work with my
wife and I made it all so simple. It all
made sense and we found it to be
extremely reassuring to have Michael
working with us through the entire
process. From the initial education
and review to actually building our
wealth through property, Michael has
made the entire process an enjoyable
process.

As a Real Estate Agent that prides
myself on going above and beyond
for my clients, I have found working
and investing through Michael
Quinn to be excellent value and a
refreshing experience. The complete
understanding process and service is
fantastic.

Bruce and Deb Lyndsay
We like to work with straight
shooters… and that’s what you get
with Michael. His positive attitude and
willingness to teach, explain and guide
you through the entire process is very
refreshing. Most of all, he walks the
walk and follows through. Thanks for
your help, Michael!

Charles and Jane Moore
Trust is very important to us and Michael
Quinn is extremely trustworthy. Being
detail focussed, we found it to be a great
experience to work with Michael and to
discover the fundamentals as taught
by him did exist, as was the case with
all that was offered. Michael is always
available and willing to help in any way.

Patrick Cameron

Michael Lynch

John Lake
Yes, I do think you should speak or
meet with Michael Quinn. Why? He is
one of the good guys and he is proud
to do what he does. He and his team
do it very well. Good work Quinny.

Scott Kristiansen
Living interstate, is not a problem.
Michael Quinn has the ability to take
you through the entire investment
process with a clear understanding
of why, what, how and we know he
is there for us. We like the updates,
reviews and ongoing service.

Having purchased multiple properties
through Michael Quinn and his team,
I have found the entire process to
be something that I would happily
recommend. With work and family
commitments, I have been impressed
with the efficiency and professionalism
throughout the entire process.

Michael is a straight up guy and he
has made this simple, time effective
and easy. As I travel a lot, I am happy
to see this working and I know that he
will sort out anything if required. This
has been an enjoyable experience that
I would recommend.

Mic Doocan

Adam Gowans

Investing can often be time
consuming, intense and stressful…
I have found working with Michael
Quinn and his team to be the
complete opposite as I am doing it
from the other side of the world…
they make it easy.

Anthony Robberts

Working with Michael Quinn has led
us to become mates. That is not
often said and I recommend you meet
with him, learn from him and perhaps
invest… who knows, this may become
a friendship that works for you and
your family.

